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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
PURPOSE 
On December 31, 1949 the Veterans Administration Hospi-
tal, Bedford, Massachusetts had a total population of 1792 pa-
tients. Six hundred and t\venty-nine were World War II veteran 
976 were World War I veterans , forty-five Spanish American War 
veterans, one Civil War veteran , and 141 who were carried 
statistically as regular enlistments and retired . Seventy-two 
female patients were included in the total population . 
In the same year this hospital had a total of 389 
admissions . Two hundred and twenty-seven of these were new 
admissions and 162 were readmissions . The problem of the care 
and treatment of veterans returning for additional treatment 
become s great if we add to the total of readmitted patients 
approximately 150 patients, the number that returned from 
trial visit that same year . The problem of readmission is a 
large one and warrants extensive study . 
This study is an analysis of selected medical and social 
factors involved in the readmission of patients to th e 
Bedford Veterans Administration Hospital . The study is 
also designed to shed light on the general problem of 
readmissions and to serve as thr basis for more f ocalized 
studies of readmitted patients . 
l Redding , Robert A. 11A Survey of Readmissions to the 
Veterans Administration Hospital, Bedford , Massachusetts . " Un-
published Mas·ter' s Thesis , Simmons College School of Social 
Work , June , 1950 . 
II 
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METHOD 
This study represents Part IV of a study conducted 
joint ly with Miss Harriet c. Belson . 2 Parts I and II were 
comple t ed by A. Loring Macalaster and Robert A. Redding.3 A 
qualitative case study of the problem is being done by Miss 
Olga J. Vessel and Raymond A. Koleski . 4 A control study is 
also being done by Miss Martha Shaber and Edward w. Sterling . 5 
The patients selected for Parts III and IV include all 
t he readmissions in the last six months of 1949 . For the 
purpose of this study, a patient returning from either trial 
visit or discharge status is considered a readmission . From 
2Belson , Harriet C. "A Survey of Readmissions to the 
Veterans Administration Hospital~ Bedford, Massachusetts". 
Part III. Unpublished Master's ~hesis , Boston University 
School of Social Work. · 
3Macalaster, A. Loring . "A Survey of Readmissions to 
the Veterans Administration Hospital, Bedford, lVIassachusetts". 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Simmons College School of Social 
Work, June, 1950 . 
4vessel, Olga J . ustudy of factors contributing to the 
readmission of World War II veterans who have been in the com-
munity at least six months as seen in a study of five cases at 
the Veterans Administration Hospital, Bedford , Massachusetts, 
1949" . Unpublished Master's Thesis , Boston College School of 
Social Work . 
Koleski , Raymond A. "Problems Encountered in Trial 
Visit Supervision of patients between ages of fifty and sixty-
five who ha ve been readmitted to the Veterans Administration 
Hospital, Bedford , Massachusetts , 1949" . Unpublished Master's 
Thesis, Boston College School of Social ~ork . 
5Parts I and II of a study of seventy-five patients 
who left the hospital from August 1 , 1948 to November 1 , 1948 
and remained in the community at least two years . 
2 
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July 1, 1949 until December 31, 1949 there were 11~4 readmis-
sions involving 132 patients . Miss Belson studied the first 
seventy readmissions which occurred between July 1 , 1949 and 
September 30 , 1949 . This writer studied the remaining group 
of seventy-four who were readmitted from October 1 , 1949 
through December 31 , 1949. The seventy-four readmissions 
s t udied in Part IV represent 74 patients . The 132 patients 
i nv olved in Parts III and IV represent 144 readmissions . 
Twelve patients had two readmissions and one ha d three re-
admissions . 
For purposes of statistical validity the classifica-
tion for analysis of the data is the same for all four parts 
of the study , with Miss Belson and this writer making a few 
additions in trying to secure a picture of the patient's hospi-
tal adjustment at the time of his release , his feelings about 
release, the attitude of the home tovvard the patient , and an 
evaluation of the casework result s in terms of improvement or 
no improvement . 
The data u·pon which this study is based were obtained 
f r om the hospital clinical records , correspondence folders , 
registrar's records, social service. records , vocational advise-
ment folders , physical medicine and rehabilitation folders , and 
interviews \'-rith hospital personnel who had had personal contact 
with patients when needed information had not been recorded . 
The clinical records contain medical and psychiatric treatment 
3 
data. The correspondence folder contains letters received and 
written regarding the patient . Social service records contain 
social service activity with the patients . The registrar's 
records contain essential data such as the patients' age , sex , 
and disability rating . The vocational advisement records show 
what the patient received in the way of vocational advisement , 
job placement , and the like. Physical medicine and rehabili-
tation records have recorded the activities such as occupa-
tional therapy engaged in by the patients . 
LIMITATIONS 
In examining the problem of readmissions it is not the 
purpose of this study to present all the factors contributing 
to r eadmissions on a qualitative basis but to use the statis-
tical approach giving consideration to some of the general 
factors bearing upon and contributing to the problem . It is 
hoped that these factors will be used later as a basis f or a 
more comprehensive study . 
INFORivJATION ABOUT THE HOSPITAL 
Bedford Veterans Administration Hospital , a neuro-
psychiatric hospital , is located in Bedford , Massachusetts , a 
small rural town some twenty miles from Boston , Massachusetts . 
It vvas established in 1928 . Since 1947 , facilities have been 
available for the treatment of women as well as men . Patients 
are accepted from eastern Massachusetts, Rhode Island , New 
Hampshire, Vermont, Maine , and northern Connecticut . 
4 
Some form of commitment is usually required at the time 
of admission of patients . Veterans residing in Massachusetts 
and New Hampshire may be committed under Massachusetts laws . 
Those residing in Maine , Rhode Island, Connecticut , and Vermont 
are committed under laws of those states . 
This formality , v-rhen necessary , will be arranged by the 
Veterans Administration. 
All knm,m forms of psychiatric hospital treatment are 
available at Bedford . Treatment is provided on an individual 
and group basis in the form of psychotherapy , insulin shock 
therapy, electro-shock therapy , narco-synthesis , and pre-
frontal lobotomy . VVh enever special treatments such as shock 
treatments or pre-frontal lobotomy are considered indicated for 
particular patients , the nearest relative or guardian of that 
patient is invariably consulted before such treatment is given. 
Such treatment is not administered to any patient without 
specific and written permission of the relative or guardian . 
The ancillary services consist of social service , 
physical medicine and rehabilitation service , and vocational 
rehabilitation and educational s ervice. The facilities of thes 
services include psychotherapy , hydro-therapy , occupational 
therapy, corrective physical rehabilitation, vocational re-
habilitation , ·the educational section , and various shops which 
provide opportunities for patients either to continue to 
exercise skills which they have knovfn prior to ad.mis sion or to 
5 
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learn new skills . 6 
The Social Service Department is an integrated part of 
the medical service and program of the hospital . It is staffed 
by eleven workers , and for a period of nine months each year 
has two students from each of three schools of social work in 
Boston , Massachusetts . The department serves as a link between 
the pat ient , the hospital , the patient's family , and the com-
munity . When a patient enters t he hospital , a social worker is 
part of the staff that begins to plan for care and treatment . 
During hospital i zation, a social worker is available as pro-
blems arise . These problems involve a patient's likes and 
dislikes about being in the hospital , the hospital personnel , 
his relatives , his financial matters , plans for returning home 
and resuming community life , or other problems he feels may be 
particularly significant . In addition to the above service , 
the social worker handles many other problems on a day-to-day 
basis which in general tend to make the patients feel more 
comfortable while they are in the hospital . 
The eventual goal of everyone who participates in the 
care and treatment of patients is to help them become well 
enough. to return to their communities . The decision regarding 
a patient's readiness for trial visit is made by the medical 
staff . Hov.rever , a patient or a member of his family can ask 
6Handbook of Information . Veterans Administration 
Hospital, Bedford, l"'Iassachusetts , September, 191:-9 · 
6 
the doctor or social worker about a patient's readiness for 
trial visit . When t he decision is reached , the social worker 
begins working through plans with the patient and/or his rela-
tives . This planning continues periodically throughout the 
trial visit period . A trial visit may be from one month to 
three months in duration , at the end of which period the pa-
tient may have another three month's extension provided h e has 
been making favorable progress . This quarterly extension is 
continued until a full year away from t he hospital is completed 
when the patient is then given a discharge . 
During the trial visit pe r i od , the hospital offers 
supervision in the community adjus tment of the patient through 
its social service department . The social worker is able to 
relate the dynamic factors of the patient's past experiences 
to his present mental diagnosis and both of these to the trial 
visit environment , in order to set up with the patient some 
tentative goal in the type of ad j ustment which he may be able 
to make in the family , in the co~nunity , or at work7 A pa-
tient's return from trial visit may be the culminating reactio 
to a multiplicity of causes , which will be discussed in 
chapter VI . 
Family Care, or the placing of patients with a care-
fully sel ected private family apart from relatives, was begun 
7The Oval Mirror • Veterans Adm i nistration Hospital , 
Bedford, Massachusetts, February, 1951 . 
7 
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at Bedford in August, 1949 . Since that time a total of 
eight patients have been placed in Family Care Homes. These 
homes ar e located in various communities in the vicinity of the 
hospital and not far from Metropolitan Boston . · The finding of 
such homes is done by a social worker and selection is made 
only after a very thorough and careful study . Family Care is 
especially helpful to those patients who have no family of 
their own , whose relatives are unable to care for them , or who 
would be happier away from the stress and strain of their own 
intense family problems. 
8Nagle, Edmund J . A Case Presentation of Family Care 
in a Veterans Hospital. Based on material presented at a 
medical staff meeting, February 20, 1950, Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital (Neuropsychiatric) Bedford , Massachusetts . To 
be published in the forthcoming Psychiatry and Neurology issue 
of the Information Bulletin, Department of Medicine and Surgery 
Veterans Administration, Washington, D. c. 
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CHAPTER II 
IDENTIFYING DATA ABOUT PATIENTS 
This chapter is devoted to identifying data used in 
describing the patients; such as their age , sex , marital 
status, war in which they served , pension status, number of 
previous hospitalizations, competency, and diagnosis . 
AGE, SEX , MARITAL STATUS, AND WORLD WAR 
The majority of the patients studied are single . 
Forty-nine are single and twenty-five are married . Of the 
twenty-five who are married , six are divorced , four separated , 
and one a widower . The age range of the group is from t\'renty-
one to sixty-two with the greatest number between the ages of 
twenty-five and thirty . 
Sixty-four of the patients studied are males, ten are 
females . Fourteen are ~vorld War I veterans and sixty World 
War II veterans . 
The above data is consistent with the data f or the 
hospital as a whole except for the World War I and I I figures . 
The hospital population is predominantly male and most of the 
males considered for trial visit or discharge are young men 
despite the fact that the hospital population is composed of 
more World War I than World War II veterans . 
TABLE 1 
AGE OF PATIENTS 
Age of patients Number 
Total 74 
Under 20 .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
20 under 25. .. . • . • • • • . . . . • • • • . • • • • • • . . . • . . . . • . • • • . • • . • • 5 
25 under 30 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 23 
3 0 under 3 5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . 15 
35 under 40 .................. .. ........................ $ 
40 under 45 ••• •••.•••••..••••••••••• • ••. • · .• •. • • •• • • .. • 7 45 under 50 ........... ... .............................. 1 
50 under 55 •..•••.•... . . . ••......•• .. • . ... • • • ... • • • • • •. 7 
55 under 60........................... . ................ 6 
r..p~ .... t..r. - - - - - - - - - - - - - ? 
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TABLE 1 
AGE OF PATIENTS 
Age of patients Number 
Total 74 
Under 20 . . . • . • • . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • . . • . . . • • • • . . . . 0 
20 under 25 .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • . 5 
25 under 30 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 23 
30 under 35 ... ............. ............................ 15 35 under 40 ............................................ 8 
40 under 45 ......... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
45 und er 50 .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
50 under 5 5 • . • • . • . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . • • . • . • • . . • • . 7 
55 under 60 ......................... .... ............... 6 
Over 60 . . . . • • • . . . . . . • • • • . • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . 2 
PENSION STATUS 
Every veteran is awarded a pension for a particular 
di sability if it has been established that his present condi-
ti on was incurred or aggravated by service in the Military 
Forces . Under certain condi ti ons patients are awarded a $60 
a month pension when their mental condition is non-service 
connected . 
TABLE 2 
PENSION STATUS OF PATIENTS STUDIED 
Di sabil ity Number 
Total 74 
Psychosis •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 37 
Psychoneurosis ......................................... 15 
Physical Dis order . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 
Non-service Connected Condition......................... 18 
10 
Of the seventy-four patients studied, thirty- seven 
received a pension for some form of psychosis , f i fteen for some ! 
form of psychoneuros i s , four for a physi cal di sorder , and 
eighteen for some form of non-servi ce connected condition . 
These facts are consistent with the hospital ' s admiss i on policy 
of admitting first those who have a service-connected pension 
for a mental condition . 
COlfPET~NCY AND NUlfillER OF HOSPITALIZATIONS 
Forty-five of the patients studied were considered as 
competent t o handle their own affairs upon being released from 
the hospital . Twenty-nine were considered i ncompetent and 
their funds were handled through the appoi ntment of a fiduciary , 
guardian , or conservator . 
TABLE 3 
N~ffiER OF PREVIOUS HOSPITALIZATIONS 
Number of Hospitalizations Number 
Total 194 
One • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• • •• • ••••• • • ••• • •• • 7 4 
Two • • ••••••••• • ••• • • • ••••••••••••••••• • • •• ••• • •• • • • • • • • • 54 
Three . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . 31 
Four .................................................... 20 
Five or more .. . ...... . ................. . ................ 15 
All of the seventy-four patients had one previous 
hospitalization for mental illness prior to their being admittec 
to Bedford . Fifty- four had two such previous hospitalizations . 
Thirty-one had three previous hospitalizations , twenty had four 
11 
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II 
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previous hospitalizations, and fifteen had five or more prev- I 
ious hospitalizations . Of the fifteen with five or more prev- I 
i ous hos pitalizations, eleven were schizophrenic s , the remainder 
were alcoholics . 
DIAGNOSES 
Forty-seven of the patients had a diagnos is of schizo-
phreni c disorder . Thirteen had a diagnosi s of psychoneurotic 
di sorder , six were acute alcoholics , two were diagnosed char-
acter and behavior disor ders, and s i x had a diagnosis of a 
psychiatric condition with demonstrable etiology or associat ed 
structural changes . In some cases the diagnosis a patient 
received in the hospital differed from t he one for which he is 
receiving a pension. In the year 1945 , schizophrenia as a 
diagnosis of first admissions to mental institutions in the 
United States was at the top of the list, there being 29 , 882 
schizophreni cs out of a total of 114 ,5 35 firs t admissions . 1 
TABLE 4 
DIAGNOSTIC DISTRIBUTION OF PAT I ENTS2 
I Psychoneurotic Disorders 
A. Anxiety Reaction ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
B. Conversion Reaction •••••••••••••••••••• 
C. Depressive Reaction ••••••••.•••••••• • •• 
D. Disassociative Reaction ••• • •••••••••••• 
9 
0 
4 
0 13 
lGroup for the Advancement of Psychiatry . Statistics 
Pertinent to Psychiatry in the United States . Report No . 7 , 
Topeka: V~rch , 1949 . 
2classification taken from V. A. Technical Bulletin 
lOA-78 , Washington , D. c ., October , 1947 . 
II Char acter and Behavior Disorders 
A. Pathology Personality Types ••••••••••••••• 0 
B. Immaturity Reaction ••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 2 
III Al coholic Intoxicat ion and Drug Addiction 
A. Acute and chronic ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
B. Chronic . • . • . • • . . • . • . • . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . • • . . . . 0 
C. Drug Addiction ••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 6 
1 . Barbiturates.......................... 0 
IV Psychoses without known organic etiology 
A. Schizophrenic Disorders 
1 . Simple type •••••••.••••....•••••.••••• 3 
2 . Hebephrenic type •••••••••••••••• • ••••• 1 
3. Catatonic type •••••••••••••••••••••••• 15 
4. Paranoid type ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 
5. Unclassified type ••••••••••••••••••••• 7 
6 . Mixed type . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 1 
7. Latent type ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 47 
B. Affective Disorders 
1 . Manic-depressive, depressive type ••••• 0 
2 . Manic-depressive, manic type •••••••••• 0 
3. Manic-depressive, circular type ••••••• 0 
4. Involutional Melancholia •••••••••••••• 0 0 
V ·psychiatric condition with Demonstrable 
Etiology or associated structural changes 
A. Infectious 
1 • General Paresis. • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • 0 
B. Intoxication 
1 . Chronic alcoholism with psychotic 
reaction • •• •••• • •••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
C. Trauma 
1 . Encephalopathy •••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
D. Psychosis with organic change ••••••••••••• 1 
13 
E. Convulsive Disorders ••••••••••• •• •••••••••. 
Total 
1 6 
74 
Thirty-eight out of forty-five schizophrenics were 
unable to remain in the community for a year. Ten out of 
thirteen psychoneurotics were unable to remain in the communi 
for a year . Those with other forms of diagnosis were unable 
to stay out for longer than seven months. 
Table 5 indicates that a great number of the patients 
returned before a ninety-day trial visit period expired . 
14 
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TABLE 5 I 
DIAGNOSTIC DISTRIBUTION OF PATIENTS AND LENGTH 
OF TI~lli SPENT IN THE COW~UNITY 
I 
I I' 
I Time in the Community (Months) 
Diagnosis 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 over 
under under under under under under under under 24 ' 
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 
I 
'l,otal 32 12 4 16 1 0 1 2 6 I I 
I Psychoneurotic Disorders I 
A. Anxiety Reaction 3 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 6 I B. Conversion Reaction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C. Depression Reaction J () 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 I D. Disassociative React ion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. I II Character and Behavior 
Disorders 
o I A. Pathology Personality Type 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B. I~naturity Reaction 0 0 1 1 ·o 0 0 0 0 li 
III Alcoholic Intoxication and 
Drug Addiction 
A. Acute and chronic 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 o . 
B. Chronic 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C. Drug Addiction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 
1 . Barbiturates 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 
\I 
I V Psycho sis without known ,, 
organic etiology 
I ., 
-
-I 
I j I I-' 
II 
-~~ TABLE 5 (Continued ) =-I
I 
A. Schizophrenic Disorders 
o II I 1 . Simple t ype 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 . Hebephrenic type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Catatonic type 6 1 0 4 1 0 0 1 ~ 1\ 4. Paranoi d type 5 5 0 7 0 0 0 0 
5 . Uncl assified type 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 I. 
6. Mixed type 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;1 
7. Latent t ype 0 0 0 T ()_ 0 0 0 o !I I' 
B. Affective Disorders !I 
1 . Depressive type 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I' 
2 . 11-~anic t ype 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Circular type 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4. Involutional 
Mel ancholia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
V Psychotic Condition i-'Ii th II Demonstrable Etiology or 
' Associated Structural Changes I I 
I 
A. Infectious I 
,I 
1 . General Paresis 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o II 
B. Intoxication 
il 1. Chronic Alcoholism 
with psychotic re-
o I action 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
I 
C. Trauma II 
1 . Encephal apathy 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 il 
l 
,I 
I-' 
'I 0'1 
I 
TABLE 5 (Continued) I 
D. Psychosis with organic 
o I change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E. Convul sive Disorder 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 o !I 
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CHAPTER III 
MEDICAL AND ANCILLARY TREATJiflENT DURING 
HOSPITALIZATION I II 
I MED I_C_AL"--T-"-R-"-E_A...;;T_M...;;E-"-N~T 
. I 
illnes The latest techniques in the treatment of mental 
are available at Bedford . These treatments include electric 
shock therapy, insulin shock therapy , lobotomy , a combination o 
these, psychotherapy , and treatment for physical illnesses . 
The kind of treatment presented is determined by such 
things as: the patient's diagnosis, previous kinds of treatment 
the patient has received , his age and the length of time of the 
patient's illness. Usually after the case has been presented 
I 
I 
at a medical staff meeting the treatment is established . I 
Of the seventy-seven patients, forty-two received hospi 
I 
tal care without any somatic or psychotherapeutic treatment, 
sixteen re.ceived electric shock therapy, five received insulin 
shock therapy , four received psychotherapy, and one was lobot-
omized . Two patients received a combination of electric shock 
therapy and psychotherapy, one a combination of electric shock 
and lobotomy, and three a confuination of electric shock therapy 
and insulin shock therapy . 
Analysis of Table 6 shows , that out of the thirty-two 
patients who received some form of treatment, only two were abl 
to stay out from twenty-one to twenty-four months . They had 
received electric shock therapy . Only one who received psycho-
therapy succeeded in remaining out from tV~relve to fifteen 
I months . The remaining twenty-nine were not able to stay out a L_ 
18 
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TABLE 6 
LENGTH OF TIME IN COMMUNITY SPENT BY PATIENTS 
i CLASSI FIED BY TREATYillNT RECEIVED 
I 
Time In The Community (:Months) 
Medical Treat ment 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 
under under under under under under under 
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 
Tot al 32 12 4 16 1 0 1 
Electric Shock Therapy 5 2 1 6 0 0 0 
. , _ 
Insulin Shock Therapy 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Electric Shock Therapy 
and Lobotomy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Psychotherapy 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 
Electric Shock Therapy and 
Insulin Shock Therapy 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Electric Shock Therapy and 
Psychotherapy 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lobotomy 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
No Treatment 18 7 3 7 0 0 1 
! 
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yea:r . Six of those wh o did not receive any form of treatment 
stayed out over twenty-four months . 
ANCILLARY SERVICES TREATMENT 
The Physical ~IJ:edicine Rehabilitation Service is divided 
into five departments . They are called physical therapy , cor-
rect ive therapy , occupational therapy , educational therapy , and 
manual arts therapy . This service is also closely related to 
the Vocational Guidance Department, the department that advi ses 
the patients as to their potentialities in vocational activi-
ties and helps them secure training or employment after they 
leave the hospital . The overall function of this service is to 
provide diagnostic techniques and specialized therapies for the 
treatment of patients with physical and/or mental di sabi lities 
in order to restore them to the fullest physical, mental, 
social , and e conomic status compatible wi th the i r abilit ies and 
disabilities . 1 Another ancillary service is the Social Service 
department. 
A la:rge ma jority of the patients, fifty-eight, were 
active wi th Physical Medicine Reh.abilitation Service . '1\venty-
five received occupational therapy , seventeen a combination of 
occupational and physical therapy , ten a combination of occu-
pational , physical, and corrective therapy , six a combination 
of the three therapies plus educational therapy . 
Nine were known to Social Service alone , and seven re-
1 ceived no service at all, six of which had a diagnosis of 
\
1 lThe Oval Mirror , Twentieth Anniversary, Veterans 
I Administrat i on Hospital , Bedford , Massachusetts , May, ·1948. 
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acute or chronic a l coholism and one a diagnosis of chronic 
alcoholism with a psychotic reaction . 
TABL 7 
TREATMENT P.TIENTS RECEIVED FROM ANCILLARY SERVICES 
Ancillary Service 
Total 
PMRS~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
VR&E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Prms & VR&E • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"Sc 0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ., ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
P!VIRS & SS • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
VR&.E & SS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
P:rvTilS , VR&E , & S S • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .••• 
None ••••••.•...•••••.••....•••...•.•••••••...•.••••..••• 
Number 
74 
8 
1 
7 
9 
29 
1 
12 
7 
Phys i cal Medicine Rehabilitation Service 
Vocational Rehabilitat,ion and Educat i on Service 
Social Service Department 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOCIAL WORK ACTIVITY IN THE HOSPITAL 
HO SP ITAL ADJUST~lliNT OF PATIZNTS STUDIED 
In order to secure a complete picture of the patient's 
abilit y t o a d just to hospital routine , it was necessary to con-
sult the clinical folder , the correspondence folder, social 
s er vice records , nurses' notes , physical medicine rehabilitation 
service records and notes , and interviews with hospital person-
nel. Any combination of these gives a description of the pa-
tient ' s behavior and appearance from the time of entering the 
hospital to either discharge or trial visit . His behavior and 
appearance on the ward and his relationship to other patients 
and hospital personnel; his behavior during visiting hours with 
friends and relatives; his behavi or in t he shops , library , and 
during recreation and entertainment periods are carefully noted . 
Ud h · · f' t. h .. 1 I n er t e superv1s1on o_ sports ec n1c1ans , c asses ar 
conducted and individual instruction is given in all types of 
sports activities for patients . The sports section also 
schedules spectator events and exhibitions . Recreation and 
entertainment are supervised and coordinated by the Recreationa 
Director under the Special Ser vices Department . The library 
department operates two main and two branch libraries in the 
hospital . All privileged pat ients have access seven days a 
week to the main patients' library . Grounds privileges are 
extended to patients as their conditions improve and warrant it 
22 
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old . The patient's mother is described as a 
nagging , nervous woman who has been a heavy 
! drinker for years and openly favored the pa-
l 
tient's younger brother . The patient had a 
great deal of resentment for her . After the 
I 
father's desertion, the family's financial 
I 
adjustment was marginal at best . 
The patient is described as being a 
better than average student until he was 
twelve years old . After that he neglected 
his studies , was often truant, and was 
eventually expelled from school in his 
second year in high school at the age of 
sixteen . 
After that, he had innumerable jobs and 
a history of many arrests for petty thievery . 
At age eighteen he enlisted in the Army and was 
wounded at Anzio and both legs had to be ampu-
tated above the knees. He spent fifteen months 
at a military hospital , during which time he 
began to drink heavily and went AWOL from the 
hospital twice . He had three summary courts-
martial while in the hospital and was dis-
charged medically in May , 1945 . 
Since the time of his discharge he has 
continued to drink heavily and as a result 
was hospitalized on several occasions . His 
behavior in the hospital has varied but for 
the most part he has been noisy , profane , 
and difficult to handle , and he has done 
some drinking . 
In an attempt to get some understanding 
of the family to help the patient, who was 
planning to leave the hospital , the social 
worker interviewed various members of the 
family . The patient's uncle explained he had 
no room for the patient . The patient's mother 
had remarried , lived somewhere in Massachusetts , 
but couldn't be located . He had stayed week-
ends with a cousin but they had asked him to 
leave because of his heavy drinking. Finally, 
a cousin was the only possibility . The pa-
tient, who was on a voluntary status , was sent 
there as she stated she was able to take care 
of him. 
24 
The social worker discussed the patient 's 
behavior with the cousin . She felt she would 
like to give it a trial, so plans were worked 
out . 
INTRA-MURAL SOCIAL WORK ACTIVITY 
This form of social service activity starts the moment 
a patient enters the hospital . At this point, a social worker 
is available to explain hospital procedure to the patient and 
handles any problems he wishes to have help vii th . If the pa-
t ient is accompanied by a friend or relative, the social worker 
is availa ble to handle any of their questions , fears , anxieties, 
I 
or needs that may arise . I 
The social v.rorker is given the job of securing a histor 
f r om a responsible member of the patient's family which supple-
ments the material the patient may have given directly to the 
doctor . 
Throughout the patientts hospitalization the social 
worker is available to handle the patient's problems which may I 
originate with the doctor , the patient , or the patient's family . 
The social worker constantly remains the tie between the pa-
tient and the outside community. The following is an example 
of two admission contacts with the same patient in a space of 
two months : 
This patient was seen at the admissi on 
staff today . He is a fifty-five year old 
World War I veteran who received while hospi-
taliz ed $60 a month for a non-service connected 
disability . 
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He 't'lalked all the way from Boston and 
came to the hospi tal "frozenn . His hands 
were like icicles . He told the admitting 
physi cian that he had arguments at home 
over politics, that the other people in 
the room were Democrats and he is a Repub -
l ican . His chief complaint wa s the fact 
that he could not mov e his bowels . He 
worked as a janitor a nd is a har d wor ker , 
not only doing his own work but the work 
left over from the night man . 
The admitting phys i cian felt that 
hospitalization at the present time was 
not indicated, that the pat ient should be 
treated as an overnight guest and di s charged 
the next morning . The social worker spoke 
wi th the pati ent fo llrn'ling the admission 
staff conference. She mentioned t hat she 
understood that he had seen another worker 
in the past and had been helped with his 
problems by her. He repli ed he had , but 
he did not want to leave the h ospital , a t 
least unt il the physicians help him with 
hi s bowel movement . The worker explained 
that t e physi cians would help him and 
that she would be glad to help him with 
making out side arrangements , since she 
underst ands that he is not satisfied with 
his room . He said he has had a room at 
the same address off and on since his dis-
charge from the hospital in 1943 , t hat he 
is now sleeping on a couch in the living 
room and that it is inconvenient . 
The worker called a pr i vate social 
agency but the worker couldntt suggest any 
room where the patient would like to continue 
liv i ng . She t hen called the social service 
office at t he local publ ic hospital but they 
had no suggest ions . A rooming associat ion 
v.ras contacted . A vmrker there gav e a pos-
sible address . Since the patient had t v-renty-
? ne c ent s in his pocket the wor ke r gave him 
~1 from the Vol untary Fund at the hospi tal 
social service office . 
Ti'iO months later t he patient was seen 
a_gain at admiss i on staff . Again he had 
walked to the hospital from Boston arriving 
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during the night . His chief complaint was 
arthri tis . He wanted the doctors to cure 
his arthritis and they he '"'ould be ready to 
leave . 
The admitting physician felt that 
hospitalizat ion was not required and that 
plans should be made by social service for 
his discharge either that day or the next . 
The patient was interviewed by the worker 
after admission staff. It was hard to 
make any sense from his conversation as 
he rambled and was pre-occupied with his 
own thoughts . 
The next day the worker telephoned 
several social agencies to see if they 
would give the patient shelter and financial 
aid until he found employment . A room 1..;as 
finally obtained for him in Boston . The pa-
tient was discharged and referred for fin-
ancial aid , and was also given the address 
of the Boston Regional Office social service 
unit as a resource if the need arose in the 
future . 
Another type of admission contact is Mr . C. : 
After the admission staff, the worker 
talked with Mrs . C and her brother wh o had 
accompani ed the patient to the hospital . 
Both appeared nervous and tense as they 
rapidly asked numerous questions about the 
hosp ital . The worker listened int ently as 
they expressed t heir fears and anxieties 
regarding mental illness and its effect in 
the child.ren . Mrs . C explained she ,,rould 
never have gotten married had she known . 
However , since she is married to him she 
realizes her responsibility . The worker 
commended her for recognizing her responsi-
bilitiy and reassured both of them that 
mental illness was not hereditary . As they 
rele.xed , the worker was able to answer their 
many questions regarding hospital procedure . 
The following is another study of intra-mural social 
work activity: 
27 
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The patient was seen after the readmission 
staff this morning. He is a thirty-one year 
old , married man , whose wife and two children 
reside in Boston . The patient "'"'as committed 
on a temporary care paper and received a 
diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction , catatonic 
type , incompetent . Social service was re-
quested to obtain a complete psychiatric 
social history with special emphasis on 
the patient's pre-war personality . The pa-
tient also indicated that at the present 
time he was worried about a $500 debt he 
mved and vvanted assistance from social service 
with it . 
A home visit was made and a complete 
history obtained . The matter of electric 
shock treatment for the patient and budgetary 
needs were discussed . Permission for electric 
shock therapy was obtained and the wife was 
referred to veterans services for financial 
assistance . 
Repeated interviews were held with the 
patient in the i•rard and with the wife at 
home . The wife handled money in a rather 
childish manner and did not plan well . She 
was helped with her budgetary problems by 
the worker . The patient was sued for his 
$500 debt but when the worker explained to 
the proprietor that the patient was hospi-
talized , the suit was called off and other 
plans were made for payment in keeping with 
the family 's income . 
PRE-TRIAL VISIT PLANNING AND THE ATTITUDE OF THE Ha~ AND 
COIVID!fUNI'l'Y TOWARD THE PATIENT 
The customary procedure in a trial visit is for the 
medical staff to make this recommendation to the patient's 
relatives after the patient has been re-examined by them , and 
the social service department has investigated pertinent 
aspects of the home environment. It is permissable, however, 
for the patient's relatives to initiate the request for a 
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trial visit , upon which the medical staff will make a decision . ~ 
A great deal of work goes into the planning and the attitude of! 
those involved , such as the patient , his home , the community , 
and sometimes a guardian are important. The feelings and 
attitudes of those involved in s u ch a plan have a direct bearinl 
on whether or not the plan will be successful . 
Out of seventy-four pati ents , pre- trial visit prepara-
tion was done with fifty-five . A pre-trial visit report vvas 
secured on twenty-five patients . Nineteen patien t s are in the 
unknown category due to the fact that the situation was known 
to the ward physician and social service was not called in. 
Others were alcoholic and discharged out r ight , or they were dis 
charged outright before social service staff did trial vi sit 
preparation and supervi sion . Forty- seven patients had positive 
feeling s about going on trial visit . One had negative feelings 
Six had mixed feelings and the feelings of twent y were unknown . 
TABLE 8 
PATIENTS' ATTITUDE ABOUT TRIAL VISIT 
ffi DISCHARGE 
Attitude Number 
Total 74 
Posit ive ............................................... 47 
Negative .... . .......................................... 1 
Ambivalent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
UnknoVV11 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 
29 
The attitude of the home was positive in thirty-five 
cases, negative in five cases, and mixed in thirteen cases . 
Two patients did not havehomes to return to . In one c ase only 
was the attitude of the community known and it was negative. 
TABLE 9 
ATTITUDE OF HOME AND COIVIT•IUNI'l'Y TOWARD 
PATIENTS' RELEASE 
Attitude Number 
Total 74 
Positive.. ..... . .. . .................................... 35 
Nega.tive ..... . ......... . . .. . . ......... . ..... . ... .. ... . . 5 
Ambi valent . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . • 13 
No home . .. ................ . ... . ....................... . 2 
U nkn 0\\1!1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 9 
The following is a case in which the social W)rker 
worked with the patient's parents helping them to understand 
the patient before he was released on trial visit in order to 
make the patient feel more comfortable at home . 
Mr . Z is a twenty- nine year old , single , 
\Jorld War II veteran with a diagnosis of 
schizophrenia . Despite making a good appear-
ance, he was slow in manner and speech and 
was ambivalent about accepting trial visit . 
A trial visit investigat ion showed that his 
father, a self-employed businessman , was 
r igid in his high expectations of his son . 
He felt his son should marry , work , go 
dancing , and refused to accept the fact 
his son was ill . 
The father 's constant nagging and 
aggressiveness had forced the patient to 
seek readmission to the hospital on one 
other occasion. The patient recognized 
30 
that the hospital provided him with a feeling 
of security . 
The mother was of a different temperament . 
She pointed out to the worker that when the 
father spoke the rest of the family kept quiet . 
Hov.rever; when he was through she spoke to the 
patient te l ling him to take his time . 
The worker , through a series of interviews , 
was able to help the parents see that the pa-
tient's difficulty was his ambivalence and 
that this made him seem slow , indifferent , 
and undecisive . Hov-rever, the condition would 
bBcome alleviated as the patient was made to 
feel more comfortable . The vvorker also pointed 
out the difference in the way the mother and 
father behaved toward the patient , emphasizing 
how uncomfortable nagging and aggression made 
the patient , and yet on the other hand , ho\IJ" 
the mother should not allow the patient to 
remain in bed all day. 
This is a case of a patient whose nearest relative did 
not want to take him to live with her. His mother was ill and 
could not t ake him . 
This is a forty-two year old , single 
patient who was receiving 100 per cent dis -
ability f or a service-connected mental 
condition . As he lived outside of the 
territory covered by the hospital social 
service , a regional office social s~rvice 
unit was asked to do the pre-trial visit 
investigation . 
A reply from the regional office unit 
noted the patient's aggressive behavior 
arrl suspic.iousness about money while he 
visited his sister on weekends . This was 
more than she could bear and for that reason 
the hospital would have to make other plans . 
The regional office unit was able to locate 
a convalescent home v-Thich they felt might 
be suit able for the patient 1 s needs . It 
was located in a rural section and met al l 
the standards set down for establishment s 
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The unit also felt that since 
had already once caused his 
hospital they raised the question 
or not a guardian should be 
A letter a month later from the regional 
unit pointed out again the sister's refusal 
to take the patient out on trial visit and 
the refusal of other members of the family 
to assume the responsibility . An . attempt 
had also been made to locate a private 
boarding home as the plans for the convalescent 
h ome did not materialize . 
After persistent telephoning on the part 
of the patient to his sister begging her to 
give him another chance she relented because 
he agreed to give her his entire compensation 
check . 
This is another case of an ambivalent patient with a 
relative who was resistive to his return to the community . 
Patient is a sixty-two year old World 
War I veteran who i s a. widower and who has 
been hospitalized for six years . 
On the first contact by the worker the 
patient felt he did not want to leave the 
hospital because he felt too weak and depressed , 
but said he would try when he felt stronger . 
He felt he could live with a brother in Lynn 
when he was ready to leave. 
The worker, with the patient's consent , 
contacted the brother at his home . The 
brother at first would not admit he was the 
brother and was not going to allow the worker 
to come in . He was almost belligerent in 
attitude and insisted the patient should be 
kept in the hospital as he had no room for 
him . At that moment one of his sons entered 
the room and the worker was able to draw 
him into the interview. The brother was 
obvious ly embarrassed and stated he would 
come to the hospital to discuss it further . 
He later found and rented a room for the 
32 
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patient across the street from his residence. 
CHAPTER V 
TRIAL VISIT SUPERVISIO~ AND THE PATIENTS' 
ADJUST!VIENT TO THE CO:t-1fv1UNITY 
rvlliTHOD OF RELEASE 
Fifty-five of the seventy-four patients were placed 
on trial visit when they left the hospital . Fourteen were dis-
charged outright ; three l eft against medic al advice; two eloped 
and were eventually discharged . 
PRI!V~RY PERSON WORKED WITH BY SOCIAL WORKERS 
During the trial visit supervision period the social 
worker not only contacts the patients , but t he relatives, the 
guardian, or other persons in the community i nterested in the 
patients; also r esources within and outside of the Veterans 
Administration . 
Table 10 shows the primary person worked with by the 
social worker during the trial visit supervisory period . 
TABLE 10 
PRIMARY PERSON WORKED WITH BY SOCIAL WORKER 
DURI NG TRIAL VISIT 
Primary Person Number 
Total 55 
Patient ...............................................• 41 
Parent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Spouse . ..•..••••••.•••..••.•.••.•.••••..•.... · . . . . . . . . . 4 
Sibling .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Relative. .............................................. 2 
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The follmting is a case in which the social worker 
worked with the patient 's family and his conservator . 
This is a fifty-two year old married 
~vorld War I veteran who was referred to the 
social service department by the ward physician 
v.rho felt the patient was becoming depressed 
as his family did not v.rant him. He is abl e 
to go home on trial visit and the doctor 
suggested his daughter be interviewed to 
see if she vmuld take him for awhile, as 
their seemed to be a conflict between the 
patient and his wife . 
In discussing release plans with the 
worker , the patient stressed the fact that 
he -vvanted to go home but felt no one in the 
family wanted him . He said he preferred to 
live with his wife . If, however, this could 
not be arranged, he would rent a room and 
suggested the worker talk the matter over 
with his conservator , an attorney located 
in downtov.m Boston . 
The worker visited the patient's wife 
and did not find her at home • Hov'lever, upon 
visiting a daughter she was able to obtain 
some information regarding the relationship 
between the patient and his wife . The 
daughter expla.ined that she is living 111/ith 
her husband's family and \'vould not be able 
to take the father . Her mother usually 
decides to go on an extended vacation every 
time the patient comes home . She goes to 
neighboring states and leaves one of the 
daughters home to manage the father, explaining 
"he is j ust as much your father as he is my 
husband and you have to look out for him too" . 
Still another sister did not v-rant the father 
home either. Furthermore , "she is going to 
have a baby in November so she couldn't possi-
bly have him nov111 • 
In the meantime , the patient visited 
the office everyday insisting that the worker 
contact his conservator regarding his securing 
a room outside the hospital . The worker 
interviev1ed the conservator 1vho felt the 
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patient should not be allowed in the community . 
He considered him a danger and mentioned his 
use of knives in the past . 
Meanwhile , the wife had a "change of heart" 
and agreed to make a home for the pat ient despite 
the conservator's feeling against it . She plans 
to have her htlsband come home the day before 
Christmas . However , she outlined many thi ngs 
that she would not tolerate his doing . Vfuen 
the inf ormation was given the patient he was 
very happy and the ward physician made plans 
to have him leave the hospital . 
On the first home visit the patient was 
out seeing a former empl oyer and the worker 
talked \lvith one of the daughters . Her mother 
was visiting one of the daughters and had been 
gone a month . The daughter felt it wa s a 
nuisance having the father around the house 
all the time . 
During the next vi sit the worker was 
able to see the interplay between the pa t i ent , 
his wi f e , anddaughter , and noted a great dea l 
of frict i on . She pointed out to the dau ghter 
and vdfe ho"' t h i s kind of beha vior was damaging 
to the pa.ti en t , and in discus sing the conflict 
with the pat ient pointed out how wel l he wa s 
bearing up despite the friction . 
During the next feiti i ntervi ews the worker 
supported the patient by cons tantly point i ng 
out hm'l itie l l he was doi ng . When another 
daughter became ill she suggested the daughter 
residing v.li th them go over and nur s e her 
instead of the mo ther , pointing out to the 
pat ient ' s wife her j ob was to stay by her 
husband . During the daughter's a bsence some 
of the f r iction decreased although the wife 
constantly talked of her need of a vacation . 
She accepted the clarification by the worker 
that she was running away . The wi fe later 
suggested she and he r husband secu re a smaller 
apartment j ust large enough for the two of 
them . The 'W:I rker was ab l e to see this would 
eliminate having the daught er live with them 
and decrease some of the frict i on in the family 
and agreed with the wife , helping her to f i nd 
an apartment . 
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After they moved to t he new apartment t he 
vrife became restle ss again . She complained of 
the husband's behavior , stating she had discussed 
him with a psychiatrist who suggested she return 
him to the hospital . She made plans to take 
j obs out of t he state explaining her husband 
was well enough to take care of himself , and 
the chi ldren could help . The worker pointed 
out her mixed feelings "~:.rh ich she accepted . 
Ho~rever , she continued t o complain of the 
stress , ~rhich the vmrker recognized with 
her and suggested a job nearby , or some form 
of recreation to relieve some of the tension. 
This case illustrates the variety of social service 
activiti e s a worker can get into with a patient's family and , 
in t his case , the patient ' s conservator . The v.rorker supported 
t he patient by cons tantly pointing out h~r well he was doing , 
while she clarified with the wife some of her behavior with 
the pat ient . Thus the ~rorker was able to help the patient sta 
out in the community longer than if he had not been receiving 
social service supervisi on . 
SPHERES OF CASEWORK ACTIVITY 
Casework in the Bedford Hospital setting is similar to I 
casev.rork practiced in any other se tting ,- e xcept t hat it is 
geared to ca sework with hos pit ali zed psychotic patients . 
As has been previously explained, this is Part IV of a 
group study conducted jointly by eight writers . In order to 
maintain statistical validity, the same classifications have to 
be used that hav e been used by the other wr iters . 
Casework activities have been divided i nt o three 
categor ies: Socialization-helping the patient in his relations 
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with community activities and peopl e outside the family circle ;I 
Employment- helping the patient to obtain , ke ep , and adjust to 
employment; and , Intra-familial-helping the patient and his 
family or relatives in their relationship with ea ch other . The 
sphere of the casework is determined by the conflicts , anxi-
eties , and problems present . l 
The foll~ving is a study which illustrates casework 
with a patient and his family . 
This i s a t wenty-four year old World 
v'lar II veteran ·who was admitted to the 
Bedford Hospital as a transfer from a 
military hospital in 1945 . He was diagnosed 
dementia praecox , catatonic . The patient 
i.r.J"as first hospitalized in 19Lt-4 because he 
was tense , agitated, and confused . He 
thought that people believed him to be a 
Nazi and that he tried to kill people . 
He was admitted to a military hospital i n 
1944. On admission there he was confuse~ , 
mute , catatonic , and had to be tube fed . 
In the military hospital he recei ved a 
series of electri c shock therapy but the 
improvement was not susta~ned . 
On admission to Bedford in 1945 the 
pat ient admitted having auditory hallucin-
ations . He tV"as negativistic, suspicious , 
and out of touch with reality . The patient 
continued without change until the latter 
part of 1945 when a series of .shock treat-
ments were started . Pe improved somewhat 
after six treatments and v.ras given a leave 
of absence of two days which was extended 
several times until his family returned him 
in a very agitated , restless , and negativ-
istic state . Electric shock therapy was 
again started. He improved , engaged in 
1Redding, op . cit ., p . 38 . 
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conversation with others , helped with the ward 
work , ate and slept well . However , his onl y 
thought was to go home again. The patient's 
mother and sister were insistent in t heir re-
quest that he be given a tri al visit . They 
felt that he would benefit from a change of 
scenery and by his home environment . The pa-
tient had caused no trouble on the ward . He 
was easily managed except that he had to be 
frequently urged to go to meals and take 
showers , and as a rule became agitated and 
resistive when asked to carry out these measures . 
Hovvever , he was neither vicious nor actively 
disturbed. 
The social worker visited and explained 
trial visit procedure to the patient's family . 
She also discussed this with the patient and 
further explained that frequent home visits 
would be made to assist the patient's adjustment 
in the community . 
The immediate family consisted of a brother, 
age fifteen , and a sister, age eighteen. The 
mother and father are separated. The father has 
his ovm room upstairs vvhere he lives alone and 
has practically not hing to do with t he family . 
He was opposed to the patient's leaving the 
hospital . 
During the first home visit the worker 
intervievved the entire fa,mily. They were con-
cerned about the patient's behavior . For 
approximately two weeks following his return 
home , he seemed to adjust favorably . However , 
about ,five days prior to worker's visit he 
appeared confused and failed to recognize his 
family , refused to change his clothes, and ate 
only once a day. He stood for long periods , 
staring into space and seemed unaware of the 
world about him . The worker , on talking with 
the patient , noticed that he simply repeated 
he wanted to go home. He stared into space , 
made threatening· gestures when talking to his 
sister, and seemed s everely confused . The 
worker discussed steps towards rehospitalization 
if the family thought it necessary . 
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For the next eleven months the patient's 
behavior remained f airly constant . The mother 
was extremely overprotective but shouted at 
home when she wanted something done. The pa-
tient's brother seemed to have more under-
standing . The patient spent a great deal of 
time outside the house , standing outside of 
the fence of the family's former home at the 
end of th e s t reet . The people i n the house 
have repeatedly called the police a ttempting 
to have him arrested . The police , however , 
knovr the situation and do not arrest him . 
The younger children resented the super-
vision of the patient by the mother and all 
the family was concerned about the community's 
attitude toward the patient . It seems as i f · 
the neighbors fe el that the pa tient should 
not be "hanging around" the neighborhood and 
should be in a hospital and that the mother 
is keeping him on trial visit "so that she 
can get his check" . 
Home visits were made pe r i odically . The 
patient-family relationship i mproved through 
constant support and clarification by the worker, 
who pointed out ho\l'r sick the patient was , hovr 
wel l they managed him , and hovl good i t was they 
wanted him home . The famil y was allowed to 
ventilate their feelings about the neighbors 
and were h elped to see that the neighbors were 
afraid because they did not understand . This 
proved adequate until the pati ent was returned 
to the hospital for an evaluation and had his 
trial visit extended . 
The fol lov.ring case illustrates work in the area of 
employment . 
This is a thirty-two year old single 
female veteran of ~·lorld War II who had a 
diagnosis of latent schizophr~nic , paranoid 
t ype , for which she received ~60 a month 
for a non- s ervice connec ted disability . 
She was hospitalized for seve n months when 
the social worker began planning with her 
for tri al visit . The preparation period 
lasted three months due to the pat ient's 
fear of leaving the hospital . I t was 
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decided to have her live at the Y. W. C. A. due 
to her family's reluctance to accept her 
becaus e of her condition and the strained 
relationship that had existed for years . 
It was arranged through the social worker 
at the Y.W. C. A. that the patient would remain 
at the Y. W. C. A. on a temporary basis , at which 
time the patient was to try to secure a job 
and then more permanent living arrangements . 
The mother vms consulted- and was agreeable 
to the plans and on her next trip to the hospi-
tal she v.ras to sie;n the responsibility slip . 
The patient next talked with the hospital 
vocational adviser about secu ring a job in 
the Navy Yard . She was able to secure a ninety 
day temporary job and reported for vmrk . Tvm 
days later, the patient telephoned the worker 
and stated she was dissatisfied with her 
superiors and thought she might want to quit 
her j ob . She was encouraged to remain for 
the ninety day period . However , she l eft 
the job . 
The patient remained on trial visit for 
nine months, living at the Y.W. C.A . She 
understood that in order to continue living 
at the Y. W.C. A. she had to be either working 
or going to school . She kept insisting she 
was going to work , but the fei'r jobs that were 
offered to her she refused , or if she did take 
them, she only stayed an hour or two before 
leaving them. She kept changing her mind 
regarding her plans and occasionally requested 
rehospitalization . Ho,..;ever , she remained out 
as long as the Y.W. C. A. would allow her to 
stay there and when they - informed her she had 
to secure a job or leave , she returned to the 
hospital voluntarily . 
The worke r visited the patient weekly . 
She was referred to many jobs and places of 
employment , but could not hold a job . Despite 
the use of supportive casework the patient 
could not obtain work and finally returned to 
the hospital . 
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The follovJing case is an illustration of case\"lork in 
the area of socialization. 
This is a case of a fifty-one year old 
married v:orld ~·far I female veteran vvith a 
diagnosis of schizophrenic reac t ion, paranoid 
type , who lived with her husband and daughter 
from the time she left the hospital until her 
return . 
The patient was visited every tirvo \"leeks 
by the social worker and at first seemed to be 
making a fair adjustment as she spent the 
greater part of the day in the house takin~ 
care of her household duties . According to 
her husband , as long as her illness and hospi-
tal i zati·on were not mentioned , she made a good 
ad j us t ment . 
Later , duri ng the trial visit period , the 
patient complained of being used as a servant 
by her husband and daughter . Outs i de activities 
were discussed , but she complained of not having 
enough time for them . The husband and daughter 
began doing some of the housework to relieve 
her , at the worker's suggestion . However, she. 
felt they were trying to get rid of he r . They 
also attempted to plan outside activities and 
had former friends of the patient visit and 
made suggestions , but to no avail . 
Finally , the daughter complained of not 
having a teaspoon at a meal and the patient 
responded by shaking her , causing the father 
to separate them. Shortly after that she was 
rehospital ized as she became too difficult to 
manage at home . 
Table 11 indicates a greater proportion of the casewor 
activity was g iven over to intra-familial relationships . Some 
of the pat i ents received help only in one sphere , others re-
quired more casework act i vity . Wi th psychotic patients it is 
not surprising most of them needed assistance in more than one 
sphere . 
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I SPHERES OF CASE\lORK ACTIVITY WITH FIFTY-FIVE PATIENTS ON TRIAL VI SIT I BY LENGTH OF TIME IN THE COMHUNITY 
Time In The Community (Months) !VIovement Towards 
Casework 6 18 
Casework 
Activity 0 3 9 1 2 15 21 Objective under under under under under under under under Over 
3 6 9 12 1 5 18 21 24 24 Some None Unknown 
Total 29 10 4 9 0 1 1 1 0 25 30 0 
lsoc ia1i zation l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
I 
!Empl oyment 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 
'Intra-familial 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 
!Sociali zation & 
·Employment 3 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 
;!socializat i on & 
·!Intra-familial 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 
Intra- familial 
& Employment 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
lisociali za tion , 
[ntra-familial , 15 5 0 7 0 1 1 1 0 12 18 0 
Employment 
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In evaluat i ng t he casework activity in t he fifty-fi ve 
cases studied on tr i al visit , Miss Belson and thi s writer 
attempt ed to determi ne whether the objectives of the social 
work er had been attained . We found tha t in twenty-five of the 
cases the objectives of the social worker had been attained ; 
in th i rty cases they were not attaine d . 
ADJUSTMENT OF PATIENTS TO THE cm~IMUNITY 
The abili ty of the patient to adjust to the communi ty 
usually determines the length of stay in the community . An 
attempt to indicate the communi t y adjustment of the patients 
has been made by break i ng down their adjustment into the 
employment , the family areas , and their participation in com-
munity activities . 
Some patients remained in their rooms , others remained 
in their homes . Some engaged i n limited outside recreat i onal 
activities . One led a normal social l ife . ( See Table 12) . 
TI1e relationship of the patient to his family while i n 
the community has been measured by the presence or absence of 
conflict within the family . ( See Table 12) . 
Twenty-t~ of the patients were unempl oyed, t wenty-one 
worked steadily , sixteen worked irregularly , two attended school 
full time , and the status of four teen was unknown . 
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POST -HOSPITAL ADJUSTJ.Vl 
IN TH 
' 
II Time In The C)mmuni"tiY (Month s) 
Adjustment 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 Over " under under under under under under under under 
3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 2h II 
II 
Conflict with Family 14 4 1 4 l 0 1 1 
II 
2 
No Conflict 10 2 2 3 0 0 0 1 1 II 
No Family 5 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 o II 
Unknovm 3 5 1 8 0 0 0 0 ! II Total 32 12 4 16 1 0 1 2 I 
Regularly Employed 10 4 1 2 1 0 0 l 2 
Irregularly Employed 7 3 1 4 0 0 0 0 l I 
Not Employed 11 3 2 6 0 0 0 0 
- o I 
Attended School 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 o I 
Unknmvn 4 2 - 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 
1: 
Total 32 12 4 16 1 0 1 2 6 I 
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TABLE 12 (Continued) 
JJ Confined to Room 1 0 0 0 
Confined to Home 5 3 0 0 
Limited Outside Activity 16 9 4 7 
Pull Outside Activity 0 0 0 0 
Unkno\\rn 10 0 0 9 
Total 32 12 4 16 
Negative Behavior : 
I 
Vlithdrawn 7 2 1 0 
Overaggress ive 3 1 0 0 
Positive Behavior: 
Passive 7 3 1 0 
1 Active 15 5 2 16 
Unknown 0 1 0 0 
Total 32 12 4 16 
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CHAPTER VI 
REASON FOH PATIENTS ' READMISSIONS 
Our concern in this chapter is why a patient returns 
to the hospital . In all , there were sevent y-four incli vidual 
reasons . Some of these were similar , so for purposes of 
statistical validity the reasons used by the group partici-
pating in the study will be used. 
The reasons for readmission given at th e point of re-
admission are to be termed immediate reasons . In order to 
ascertain what was behind the immediate reason for a patient's 
_readmission , the patients' reasons have also been categorized 
into eleven groups of underlying factors which may have con-
tributed to the immediate reason for rehospitalization . The 
r 
patients will also be classified according to the length of 
time they remained in the community . 
LENGTH OF TIME IN COMMUNITY 
Forty-four , or slightl-y more than half of the patients , 
returned to the hcs pi tal before six months had elapsed . Twent 
or a little less than one-fourth , remained in the community si 
months to a year. Ten remained in the community for more than 
one year. · (See Table 12) . 
BACKGROUND FACTORS CAUSING REHCBPITALIZATION 
In twenty-five of the seventy-four cases , the back-
ground factors causing rehospitalization were unknown . Two 
reasons for this are: some of the patients 1t1ere discharged 
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outright and did not re ceive trial visit supervision and in the 
other cases there was not enough infor mat ion to allow for an 
objective evaluation . Alcoholism was the reas on for ten pa-
tients, family problems the reason f or twenty- one patients; 
five others had physical disorders as the cause , eight due to 
disappointments , one oven.rorked , one had an accident , and one 
had his pension reduced . Two returned due to the attitude of 
the community . (See Table 13) . 
This is a fifty-one year old World 
War I veteran with a diagnosis of schizo-
phrenic reaction6 paranoid type . 'He left the hospital on ctober 17 , 1943 and was 
discharged on October 21 , 1944. His wife , 
a small nervous woman , appeared quit e 
protective of her husband arid resented 
giving information. Sinc e the trial visit 
the patient remained at home for the most 
part reading and taking long walks by 
himself . Occasionally he 1rvent to the 
movies with his wife . During the Christmas 
of 1948 he worked in the post office for 
three weeks . After completing his three 
weeks of work he seemed to be very nervous . 
As a result , his vvife called the police and 
the patient was brought to a state hospitpl 
on January 12 , 1949 , and was later trans-
ferred to Bedford. 
After remaining in the hospital for 
approximately six months , he was placed on 
trial visit again . At the end of a four-
month period the worker re ceived a telephone 
call from a veterans' organization in a 
nearby town . The representative of this 
organization indicated that the patient 
had been doing a great deal of drinking , 
seemed quite excitable , and had been 
bothering people in th e neighborhood by 
ringing their doorbells around two or three 
o'clock in the morning . The neighbors had 
called the police afte repeatedly appealing 
to the wife who had refused to have the 
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patient returned t o the hospital . The patient 
was now in the local police station . The 
worker managed to have the hospital ambulance 
bring the patient to the hospital . 
This is a t'\.,rent y-six year old divorced 
lorld War II veteran with a diagno i s of 
schizophrenic reaction . He was first admitted 
to the hospital in January , 1948 as a transfer 
from a state hospital in New Hampshire . 
Dur ing Apri l , 1949 , arrangements were 
made for the pat:ient t ro l e ave the hospital 
and live at the Y.T . C. A. in a nearby city. 
He l eft in the care of his mother supposedly 
to go to the Y. :M . C. A. Hov;ever , he returned 
t o t he hospital thre e days l ate r and stated 
"he was a bum and a weak character" because . 
instead of going to the room he had gone to 
a barroom . He 'i'las finally discharged against 
medical advi ce on June 4 , 1949 at his o~m 
request . 
On Septembe 23 , 1949 t h e patient again 
returned to the hospital as he had begun to 
dri nk . In October , an interview was arranged 
for him to secure a j ob . This , however , fell 
through and he began to ag itate for his relea se 
from the hospital . Finally , he left on Novem-
ber 9 , 1949 , agai n agains ·t medical advic e . 
He applied for readmissi on again on 
November 14, 1949 because he had begun to 
drink again and was hos pi talized . 
This i§ a t i.,renty-seven year old married 
vlorld '·Jar Il ve t eran with a diagnosi s of 
emotional instability and alcoholism . He 
ha d been admitted to t he hospital on five 
occasions . After his f i fth admission he was 
placed on trial vi sit and later considered 
for discharge . The doctor felt , however , 
that trial visit should be continued . 
Aft er eight months on trial visit the 
patient and his vd fe returned and both asked 
about the possibility of his securing a hearing 
aid . The wife seemed more upset than the 
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situation warranted . Her entire stres s was 
on the pat ient's need for a hearing aid . 
She admitted the patient didn't want one . 
I t seems he per sis ted in playing the radio 
loudly , insisting that he could not otherwise 
hear i t . The \'\r ife wanted to get the doctor 
t o insist that the patient try a hear ing aid. 
It was evident that her upsetness indicated 
a lack of insight on her part of the patient 's 
condition . 
The above cases illustrate some of the background 
reasons which contribute to the i mm ediate reason for the pa-
t ient's readmis sion to the hospital . 
TMIViEDIA TE REASONS FOR HOSPITAL READr-1IS STON 
Forty patients out of seventy-four, or just slightly 
over one-half , were readmitted to the hospital due to exacer-
bation of sympt oms. Thirteen were readmitted for ac ute 
alcoholism, five for phys i cal disorders , two for t he conven-
ience of the family, three other s returned to have their trial 
visit extended, five returned due to l ack of finances , three 
returned for a physical check-up , and three former pat ients 
who were transferred back to Bedford from another hospital . 
The pat i ent s were also classified ac cording to the l ength of 
t i me they remained in the community . 
This is a t wenty-six year old single 
World War II patient with a diagnosis of 
encephalopathy , psychotic mental deficiency , 
motor aphasia; deformity, right ext remities . 
During the past thr-ee months of trial 
visit the patient had been continuing his 
routine of returning to the hospi tal one day 
a week for occupational and correctional 
therapy a long wi th recreation. In discussing 
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the patient 's activities in regards to cor-
rect i onal therapy wi th the therapist , it 
\'>Tas point ed out by him that the pat ient 1 s 
activit i es were still qui t e limited due · to 
the patient's inability to place his right 
foot flat on the g round. Due to organic 
brain damage, the patient had no use of the 
right arm a nd foot . Later , the question of 
surgical t reatment for this foot condition 
was dis cussed with the "'rard physician and 
ar rangements were mad e for the pat ient to 
return to the hospital to undergo surgery 
to relieve this condition. 
The father ioJas also the pati e nt's 
conservator . He was very anxious for the 
necessary surgery to be undertaken and had 
agreed t o the procedure . 
This is a tv1enty-four year old v orld 
war II patient with a diagnosis of schizo-
phreni c reaction , catatonic type . The pa-
tient began his second year of trial visit 
on December 5, 1949 . The patient had been 
on trial visit fo r twelve months but had 
been only making a margina l adjustment . 
He consequently was r eturned to the hospital 
on De cember 4, 1949 fo r re-examination and 
re-evaluation . It was decided that the pa-
tient's conditi on did not warrant the termi-
nation of the tri a l visit status at that time . 
At t he time of the staff conference 1orith t he 
pat ient , doctor, and social worker , it was 
felt that if the patient 's adjustment proved 
satisfactory within t he next six months he 
would be considered f or discharge at that time . 
This i s the case of a thirty-three year 
old married negro patient of Jorld War II who 
had a diagnos is of anxiety state, moderate , 
and came to the hospital on voluntary commit-
men t papers upon the advice of a doctor at the 
Vetera ns Administration Mental Hygiene Clinic 
in Boston. He complained chiefly of f eelings 
of insecurity and inferiority based upon his 
color . 
I 
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After a month's hospit alization he was 
placed on trial visit . He returned to his 
j ob as a draftsman and his night courses at 
Northeastern night school . On May 2h , 1948 
the patient was discharged fr om trial visit. 
On Dec ember 6, 1949 the patient was 
visited by a social worker at the doctor's 
request to ascertain the pat ient's adjustment . 
The patient was not at home but his v.Ji. fe felt 
he had been making a fairly good adjustment . 
He had finished his school at Northeastern 
University and obtained his degree in the 
spring . The valve company he vv-as v.orking 
for moved from Somerville to Weymouth which 
made it necessary for him to commute . This 
made it inconvenient for him to be seen at 
the clinic so he had discontinued going in 
August . Occasionally he seemed nervous and 
irritable but this disa ppeared quickly . All 
in all, they were getting along quite i/ltell . 
On December 26 , 1949 the patient was re-
admitted to the hospital on a vo luntary 
commitment paper . At the time of ailiaission 
he stated that he had been very nervous, 
unable to work , and had the feeling that 
he wanted to run away from home . After 
being in the hospital for a few days , the 
patient felt rested and the feeling that he 
had had of running away had disappeared. A 
check with his employer disclosed the fact 
that he did excellently on his job , better 
than the whit e employees , but appears to be 
constantly trying to prove that a colored 
per son can do as well as a whit e person . 
This is a fifty-eight year old world 
War I patient with a diagnosis of syphilis 
tertiary , meningo-ence phalitis, who was seen 
at admission staff following a transfer from 
the West Roxb ury Veterans Administration Hospi -
tal to Bedford vmere he had been the past week 
on a transfer from Bedford to receive - an 
operation for remov al of cataracts . 
This is a fifty-two year old IJ•forld 
Vvar I patient who has been in the hospital 
since May 11 , 1929 . He was lobotomized on 
August 29, 1947 and left on trial visit on 
August 6, 1948 . The patient requires close 
supervision by his sister as he is quite lax 
about cigarettes and matches . At times he 
is also very d i ff icul t to manage and swears 
profusely . Occasionally he will refuse to 
take a bath or shave . 
As the sister lived in a tenement she 
returned the patient to the hospital while 
she looked for more suitable living quart ers . 
'wilhere she was residing , there was no yard 
and the patient was confined to the house 
except when the sister could go out with 
him . Also , the pat ient 's swearing and 
stamping around the house annoyed the 
neighbors . 
The above brief cases illustrate some of the immediate 
1 reasons wh ich contribute to patient's readmission to the hospi-
tal . 
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TABLI:: 13 
PATIENTS CLAS8I FI ED BY Il\11\lliDIA. TE AND BACKGROUND REASONS F0,.1. READ:tviiS SION I 
TO HOSPITAL AND LENGTH OF THIJE IN TH E COl\TIVIUNITY 
1: ==========================~====~==~====~====~==~====~==~====~==== 
I II ackgr ound reasons 0 3 6 9 12 15 1 8 21 1 unde-r under under under under under under under over 3 6 9 1 2 15 18 21 24 24 II jh c oh ol i sm 7 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
fa_cily problems 1 0 4 1 4- 0 0 1 1 0 1 
~ppointments 3 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
~hysical Disorder 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
~eduction in pen s ion 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
~eath with i n family 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
prug Addiction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ ccidents 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
· Overwork 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ttitude of Communi t y 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 nknown 7 2 1 8 1 0 0 0 · 6 
Total 32 12 4 16 1 . 0 1 2 6 
I 
1 mmediate Reasons 
~xacerbation of Symptoms 14 8 4 8 0 0 1 2 3 I 
I cute Alcoholism 10 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
I 
hysi cal Disorder 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
~onvenience of Family 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
-- ·-
1 
I ~ 
j. I 
1l 
TABLE 13 (Continued) 
To extend tri al visit 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 
Lack of finances 4 . 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 
.. 
Physical check-up 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 
Other 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 32 12 4 16 1 0 + 2 6 
I 
I 
I 
VI 
VI 
I 
SUr.TIJ;ARY 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMlfillRY AND CONCLUSICNS 
The aim of this study was to survey the readmission 
problem at Bedford and to present medical .and social factors 
, connected with the readmission of the patients studied . This 
study is Part IV of a group project. The total study includes 
a survey of readmissions for the entire year of 19L~9· There 
were 149 readmissions included in Parts I and II, and 144 re-
admis sions in Parts III and IV, for a total of 293 rea.dmissions 
I for the year . There was also a control study of those patient s 
discharged and "\l'lhO had not returned within a, two-yea.r period 
using a similar schedule to the one used in the first four 
parts of the group study . There were also two qualitative case 
studies of the factors that effect the readmission of patients. 
il 
/I 
The majority of the patients described in the survey ar 
single . The age range of the group is from twenty-one to sixty-
t"\1'~ , with the greatest number being found between the ages of 
twenty-five and thirty. Sixty-four of the patients studied 
were males , ten were females. Fourteen are ~- orld War I veteran 
and sixty ~Jorld War II veterans. 
Fifty-two of the seventy-four patients studied are 
service-connected for some form of psychosis or psychoneurosis. 
Forty-five of the patients were considered competent to handle 
funds at the point of release from the hospital. Twenty-nine 
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1rrere considered incompetent . All of the seventy-four patients 
had at least one previous hospitalization prior to their being 
released from Bedford . Fifty- four had two previous hospitali-
zations; thir ty- one had three previous hospitalizations; twenty 
had four previous hospit a lizations; and fifteen had five or 
more previous hospitalizations . 
Forty-seven of the patients out of the seventy-four 
studied had a diagnosis of a schizophrenic disorder . Thirteen 
had a diagnosis of a psychneurotic disorder . Six 1rrere acute 
alcoholics , two were diagnosed character and behavior disorders , 
and six had a diagnosis of a psychiatric condition with demons-
trable etiology or associated structural changes . 
Of the seventy-four patients studied more than half , 
forty-two in all , received hospital care without any form of 
treatment . VJhen treatment was given it consisted mostly of 
electric shock therapy . Of the thirty- two patients who re-
ceived some form of treatment only two were able to remain i n 
the community from twenty-one to twenty-four months . Si x who 
did not receive any form of treatment remained in the community 
over t wenty-four months . One ·who received psychotherapy suc-
ceeded in remaining out of the hospital between twelve and 
fifteen months . The remaining twenty-nine were unable to com-
plete a year in the community . 
A large ma jority o~ the patients we r e active with 
physical medicine rehabilitation service . Twenty-five received 
occupational therapy . Ten received a combination of occupationJ 
al and corrective therapy , six a combination of the three 
therapies plus educational therapy . 
Of the seventy- four patients, pre-trial visit planning 
was done with f i fty-five patients . A pre- trial visit report 
was secured in twenty-five cases . Nineteen patient s are i n 
the unknown category due to the f a ct that the situation illfas 
knm'm to the v;ard physician , or they v-re re alcoholics and dis-
charged outri ght . Included in the se are some pat ients who were 
discharged be ore socia l s er vi ce did trial visit pr eparati on 
and supervision on a l arge scale due to t he inadequa.cy of the 
staff . Forty-eight of the fifty-five patients had positive 
feelings about go i ng on trial v "s it . The f eelings of five were 
mixed and they were hesitant and undecided . The f eelings of 
two were unkn ov-m . I n thirty-five cases the attitude of the hom 
towards receiving the pat ients are positive , negative in five 
case s , and mixed and hesitant in thirteen cases . Two of the pa-
tients did not have homes . In only one case was th e writer 
able to determine the attitude of the c ommunity and it was 
negative . 
The three basic spheres of social service activity 
during the trial v i sit supervisory period were socialization, 
employment , and intra-familial adjustment , with the gr eater 
proportion of the caseworl ac t ivity bein~ given over to i ntra-
\ familial relat i onshi ps . 
I 
Out of the fifty-five cases evaluated in terms of move-
ment tmrard the casevmrk ob j ec t ive , it was determi ned that therJ 
was no movement in thi rty cases and some in twenty- f i ve cases . 
Adjustment to the community 1.vas discussed in terms of 
frunily adjustment , employment , soc i al ad justment , and type of 
behavior demonstrated by patients in the home or community . In 
nineteen cases there was no evidence of frunily conflict . Onl y 
twenty of the pat ients were regularly employed . ·one patient 
remained almost entirely i n h i s room , while nine others remained 
in the home for the most part . Ten pat ient s displayed negat i ve 
withdrawn behavi or , five nega tive overaggressive behavior . 
Fourteen display ed positive pass i ve behavior , forty - three pos i-
ti ve active behavior . 
In cases where the writer was able to determine the 
backgr ound factors in the return of the patient for readmission , 
alcoholism and family conflicts accounted for t hirty-one out of 
f orty-one underlying factors . As for immediate reasons for re-
admission , forty patients returned due to exacerbation of 
psychot ic symptoms . Thirteen were readmitt ed for a cute alcohol-
ism . The remaining twenty-one returned for rea sons other than 
to receive psychiatri c treatment . 
CONCLUSIONS 
In considering the group studied it was difficul t to 
determine whe ther the groups prognosis was good or poor for pa-
t i ents released on trial visit . The writer will attempt to 
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I enumerate the positive and negative medi cal and social factors 
involved in the entire problem . 
In evaluating the positive fac tors it was noted that pa-1 
I 
tients \vere not old chronologically for the most part . They had 
the i r recent trea tment in a modern , fully-e quipped , adequately 
staffed hospital where the latest forms of treatment for 
psychiatric illnesses are practiced . The major ity of them re-
ceived some form of ancillary treatment . The i r hospital ad just -
ment for the most part was adequate , and most of them appeared 
sufficiently recovered from their illnesses to warrant consider-
ation for a return to the community . Vfuen thi s dec i sion was 11 
accomplished , the feelings of forty-eight were i n favor of 
returning to the community and th i rty-five home s were accepting 
of the idea that the patient was to be released . Pre - trial 
visit planning was done in fifty-five cases and forty-five pa-
tients were judged competent to handle their own f inancial 
I affairs . 
· In considering the negative factors that were presented 
in thestudy we see tha t fourteen of those rel eased were Worl d 
~var I veterans and had been ill for a long period of time . 
Forty- seven ha d a diag nosis of a schizophrenic disorder and \ 
thirty- seven received a pens ion for some form of psychosis . j 
Twenty-nine were considered incompetent and could not handle I 
t he i r o~m financial affairs . Although forty- eight of the fifty-! 
I five pat i ents expressed a positive feeling about being released 
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from the hospital , there was not enough information r ecorded to 
ascertain ·whe t her or not they had fully v.rorked ·through their 
home . Thirty-four of the patients were mildly to extremely 
withdrawn and five were overaggressive in their behavior while 
at home which did not contribute to <m adequate intra-familial 
adjustment . Forty out of seventy-four patients v.rere returned 
for exacerbation of symptoms , thirteen for alcoholism , both of 
which required further treatment within the hospital . 
The writer feels this study can be used to point up 
future areas for more focalized and comprehensive studies of thE 
entire problem of readmissions . It seemed probably in many 
cases that through the application of casework principles and 
techniques geared to work 1rri th psychotic patients that some 
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patients were able to remain in the community longer than had 
there not been any social service supervision . However, the 
writer 1"'as not able to evaluate these situations fully as the 
II 
'I 
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material was not recorded for the purpose of evaluating movemenq . 
It was also evident that the pat ients were offered a great deal 
of attention in a protective , non-competitive environment in 
the hospital which needs to be carried over more v.;ith them in 
their attempts to adjust to the community in terms of more 
intensive pre-release planning , more intensive supervision in 
te1~s of the needs of the patient and more work directly with 
those concerned with the veteran in the community . 
n;4 ~r: ~---:J:::-
Bichard K. Conant 
Dean 
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A. 
SCHEDULE 
Name Ca se No . 
------------------- ----------
Reg . No . 
-------
Sex 
-------
Wa.r __ Relig i on_ Age _____ Marital Status __ _ 
Pension Status : S . C. N. S . C. Percentage of Disability __ _ 
Disability for which pension awarded 
----------------- - ------
Date of readmission 
----------------
Diagnosis at end of l ast hospit al period 
-------------------
Length of t ime in the community __________ _ 
Previous Hosp i tal izations : Number ____ Total Years _______ _ 
List Hospitals and dates: 
No . of previous trial visits from this hospital __________ _ 
During Last Hospitalizat i on : 
:fl~edical treatment (check) 
EST 
- ---
IST 
----
LOBOTOMY __ . OTHER (specify) ____ _ 
Rehabilitation (check) 
corrective therapy_ educat i onal therapy __ man . arts ther . 
physical ther apy ___ occupational therapy __ voc . guidance 
Intra-mural 0ocial Service: Describe briefly reason for 
referral and type of service given: 
Re lease Plans : 
Modes of rele ase (check ): Trial Visit __ Discharge __ A~~----
elopement __ transfer to other hospit al Other ______ --...-
-- (spe cify) 
-=-==-=- =======- - ==---
Hospital adjustment at time of release : 
Participation in activi ties( check ) : none_limited full 
Socialization (check ): Negative : v.rithdrawn_ overaggressive _ _ 
Positive: passive ____ a ctive ____________ _ 
'las there Social Service pre - release preparation? Yes_ No __ _ 
Pat ient's f eeling s about release at time of referral (check): 
primarily positive__primarily negative_ ambi val ent_ unknown_ 
Describe briefly type of activ i ty and what was ·accomplished: 
To \'/hom was patient r eleased (check ): Immed . re l ative 
Nonrelative Self 
------Competency of patient ( check ): Competent Incompetent 
----
Patient's f eelings about release at time of re l ease : ( check) 
primarily positive __ primarily negative __ runbivalent __ unknown __ _ 
Conditions to which patient released: 
Describe briefly attitude of home toward patient : 
Did patient have j ob to return to? __ Describe employer's 
attitude . 
Describe briefly attitude of con~unity to patient , if availabl 
Social l'lork activity after release (check ): 
No e 
Trial visit supervision 
VfuO \'laS the primary person wor ked ·wi th? 
======--= ------- --
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In ~o k with patient: 
Sphere of activity (check) : Socialization. ______ Employment ____ _ 
Intrafamilial adjustment 
------
Other (specify ) 
-----------------
Kind of service ( s rJecify ) : 
Improvement: Use the following symbols after each sphere of 
activ ity 
I-improvement N-no improvement U-unable to evaluate 
Des cribe briefly how pat i ent saw worker and evaluate worker-
pati nt relationship:-
In work I•Ti th others than patient: 
i,Jho was wor ked with? 
Spheres of activity (specify and use syrobols for improvement) 
Kinds of service (specify): 
Post - discharge supervi sion : 
~Jhy recommended , tell briefly : 
Tv\lha t social worker did, describe briefly: 
Other pos t -release activity: Describe briefly :-
djustment during period outside hospital: 
Relationship to family (check) : conflict no conflict 
no family __ unkno~ 
Employment (check): 
Not employed ____ worked regularly ____ worked irregularly ______ _ 
=--= -===-====-=-
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Adjustment to job (check ): Satisfactory __ Uns atisfactory __ _ 
If l eft job , give reason for leaving : 
Soc_ial Ad justment (check and tell vrhether this ad j ustment was 
maintained during the Beginning , Middle , a nd / or End of the 
period outside the hospital ): 
Confined to room 
-----
Full outside act i vi ty 
-------
Confined to home Cannot be determi ned 
----- -------
Limited outside activi t y 
-------------------
Participation in activ i t i es : Socializati on : 
None 
- - - - -
Negative : withdrawn 
---- -
limi ted 
----
overaggressive 
---
ful l 
----
Positive: passive 
----
act i ve 
---- -----
Reasons for readmi ssi on : 
Background rea son (descri be briefl y) : 
Immediate Reason (d e s cribe briefly ) : 
Remarks - Additional descriptive material : 
----=--~- -----==-~ 
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